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RELIGIOUS WORLD VIEW  
OF A MOLDAVIAN CSÁNGÓ MAN 

VILMOS TÁNCZOS 
 
 
 

When speaking of the religious world view of the Moldavian Csángó, the 
literature often, and deservedly, points out that it contains a whole range of 
archaic elements—indeed, due to the emphatic presence of these it is 
common to refer to the entire world view as “quasi-medieval”. This term 
is justified, since most of the forms of communication with the 
supernatural used here do indeed have their roots in the period before the 
Reformation. All of this, however, should not be taken to mean that 
elements of the Baroque or of nineteenth-century religiosity are not 
equally present in the religious world view of the Csángó, not to mention 
the increasingly emphatic influence of the modern period such as 
secularisation or New Age type phenomena. 

Thus, this religious world view is far from homogenous as regards its 
elements. In fact, it is fairly certain that it was not so even centuries ago, 
since there is a whole mass of sixteenth-eighteenth century historical 
sources to prove the presence of notions from Transylvanian Protestantism, 
as well as influences of Eastern Orthodoxy. Based on historical data and 
the findings of contemporary folkloric collections of religious data it 
seems evident that this hypothetical “quasi-medieval” world view was in 
itself in slow but constant transformation. Moreover, the way in which 
contact with the transcendent was maintained also took varying shapes in 
different official clerical or popular/semi-popular institutions (e.g. bishoprics, 
missionaries, monastic orders, local “students” etc.), even within one and 
the same age. 

Since official religiosity is a concept which only exists theoretically, as 
the actual religious practice of the church was always to some extent 
unique, i.e. “popular”,1 it is pointless to speak of the opposition of “popular” 
and “official” religiosity when we examine religious world views, and is 

                                                            
1 Writing in this context Victor Turner says that the priest is always an actor in a 
culturally constructed play. See Turner 2000, 149. 
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more reasonable to assume a unity of religious notions and manifestations. 
The case is that within religious practice the entire belief system 
explanatory of transcendence fuses into one single syncretic unit. As such 
it would be methodologically misguided to make sharp distinctions within 
that unit between elements of “official religiosity”, “popular religiosity” 
and “magical religiosity”.2 Although on the level of social practice there is 
one religion in operation, this religion is nevertheless stratified. The basic 
hypothesis of the present paper is that religious notions coming from 
different ages, institutions and cultural influences (e.g. the official clergy, 
apocryphal or popular sources etc.) never quite coalesce into one single 
unified, coherent and exclusive system—instead, both the individual and 
the community take their pick of the different elements of religiosity 
depending on life situations at any given time, in other words they activate 
different parts of the religious culture from time to time, and their liaisons 
with the transcendent may also take different, contrasting forms. Various 
elements of religiosity are not scattered or chaotic—in fact they constitute 
so-called religious registers which come into operation according to their 
own inner logic at times when the individual or the community “sounds” 
one or other of these “registers” with its own internal coherence and 
functional regularities. 

In my understanding, a religious system primarily means a religious 
value system and set of behaviours valid in a particular situation, and a 
theoretical and practical attitude to the transcendent. Naturally, this also 
means that various registers entail the activation of different corresponding 
visionary pictorial worlds and different conventional forms of communication 
with the transcendent. Elements of each register may originate from 
different cultural historical periods, diverse institutions and media, but in 
any given life situation the relevant register offers a valid religious 
response to the situation and as long as the situation prevails, the people 
will use the given register as a valid and cogent cultural system. 

In the remaining part of this paper we are to discuss five registers of 
individual religiosity functioning within a community framework: 

                                                            
2 Several Hungarian researchers recently have made it the consistent basic 
principle of their research methodology to explore the religious world view in its 
unity. E.g. Mohay 1999, and 2008; Berta 2001; Pócs 2008b; Hesz 2012; Iancu 
2012. They refer to ethnologists of religion who profess the same principles, i.e. 
handle all transcendental phenomena in unity as religion (Charles Stewart, 
Christian William, Leonard Primiano etc.) For a presentation of these theories see 
Pócs 2008b, 279−81; Hesz 2012, 79−85; Iancu 2012, 8−17. The basic stance of the 
present paper in this respect is closest to that of Leonard Primiano who defines 
vernacular religion as “lived religion”. 
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1. formalised, pragmatic; 
2. fanatical, separatist; 
3. visionary, miraculous; 
4. magical, folklore; 
5. festive, joyful. 
 
I explore the presence of different religious registers which exist 

alongside each other in parallel with hardly any interference, within the 
religious world view of one single person. The object of study is the 
religious world view of a 95-year-old Csángó man from Moldva 
[Moldova, Romania], who has been completely blind for the last fifteen 
years and who founds his entire lifestyle in a very strict and genuine 
fashion upon an essentially medieval type of religious understanding of the 
world. Since my information comes mostly from my interviews with this 
man,3 I am actually exploring the way in which he himself interprets the 
operation of his own religious registers and the kind of role which visons 
and notions of the other world play within this system. 

From a methodological point of view, it is an important question 
whether and to what extent the structure of an individual’s religious world 
view reflects the historical stratification of the community’s religious 
culture and its forms of communication with the transcendent. 

On the one hand we must bear in mind that in the case of traditional 
peasant cultures such as that of the Csángós in Moldva the individual has 
little chance to acquire religious knowledge different from that of his or 
her community (e.g. an individual internal mental visual world, unique 

                                                            
3 Over the 1990s I recorded several interviews with Mihály Bácsu (b. 1919) of 
Magyarfalu (Unguri), altogether resulting in three hours of sound track. On 29th–
30th September 2010 and 1st–3rd December 2010 I recorded twenty-two hours of 
film footage with the help of a film crew from Dunatáj Foundation, Budapest, with 
the aim of preserving his religious world view. A documentary called Világló 
éjszaka [Shining Night] was created from that footage the same year (cameraman: 
Sándor Mohi; directed by Gábor Balog and Sándor Mohi). For a scholarly 
processing of the subject matter I carried out collecting work on April 10th 2011 
and June 12th 2011 with the help of university students of ethnography Judit 
Horváth, Zsófia Réka Nagy, Viola Rádu and Boróka Kincső Szente from Pécs and 
Cluj Universities, recording a further five hours of sound track. I take this occasion 
to express my gratitude once more to these students for their help in transcribing 
these interviews. The video and audio recordings, interview transcripts and digital 
photographs of religious objects, icons, books, family photographs etc. were 
deposited in the archives of the János Kriza Ethnographic Society, Cluj. The total 
text of the interviews recorded on multiple occasions between 1994 and 2012 
altogether amounts to some 580 characters, i.e. almost 300 typed pages. 
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visions or non-canonical theological or dogmatic notions), and so the 
historical stratification in question must necessarily also exist with regard 
to the individual religious world view. Since in this traditional society the 
religious socialisation of the individual has always taken place under the 
strict control of the community, the religious world view of the individual, 
like a drop of the ocean, is reflected in the essential components of that of 
the community. On the other hand, it is also true that individual 
personalities have always existed, even within the closed religious and 
ideological system of the Middle Ages, later becoming increasingly 
emancipated. Therefore, for all the uniformity of the age, we must reckon 
with a degree of individual variation even in the traditional framework. 
What we mean by this is that each person shapes his or her religious world 
view in harmony with their personal traits and individual personal context, 
in other words they take their own unique pick of the religious elements 
which surround them in a stratified and thus not entirely coherent fashion. 
This liberty is observable even in archaic peasant cultures such as that of 
the Moldavian Csángós. 

Religious world view and personal life course 

Since people’s religious persuasions and the nature of the visionary visual 
world that they activate are determined not only by their general context 
(the village society, the institutions of the official church) but also by their 
psychological inclinations and their closer context (the family), as well as 
other influences and life events, it is important to review the most 
important points of these factors with regard to the religious world view to 
be presented below. 

Mihály Bácsu was born on August 3rd 1919 at the Moldavian Csángó 
village of Magyarfalu (today’s Arini, formerly Unguri). This small village 
lies among the low hills on the far side of the river Szeret and has a 
predominantly Székely (Szekler) type popular culture. It lies at quite a 
distance not only from towns and cities but even from the other Csángó 
villages around Bákó. The administrative centre it belonged to was 
Gajcsána (Găiceana), inhabited by Romanians of the Orthodox faith, while 
as a Catholic parish it was overseen until 1968 by Valény (Văleni) which 
is some twenty kilometres away. 

Bácsu’s father was a fairly well-to-do man by local village standards, 
clearly on the way towards a more middle-class lifestyle, who also ran a 
pub and had taken a wife from an urban artisan family from Bákó, in 1913. 
When Mihály himself was only six years of age, his mother died in 
childbirth. His father remarried quite soon, but the step-mother was a lady 
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given to “vanities” (unfaithful) and generally a person with little sense of 
responsibility and loose morals, who also died a few years later. The 
father, disappointed with the female sex, did not marry again. For a short 
while, Mihály and his brother and sister were under the care of the paternal 
grandmother, but after this lady also died, the care of the family (now 
comprising three members, Mihály, the father and the little sister, the elder 
brother having died in the meantime) fell upon the young boy. Besides his 
customary workload in the fields, he did the cooking and washing for the 
family for years and took care of the animals. Eager to get a woman into 
the household he married very early. Shortly after his wedding he was 
conscripted and went on to serve a full five years during WWII. The 
negative life events suffered during adolescence left a deep impression on 
him (this is when his powerful religious conviction emerged, along with a 
firm negative judgement on sexuality and all earthly “vanities”). 

After the war, during the communist years, first he farmed his own 
land, then went on to do the same inside the co-operative, sustaining a 
constantly growing family. Since he had completed six years of school and 
people tended to perceive him as an intelligent and literate man, even as an 
agricultural labourer he was entrusted from time to time with various 
managerial roles and tasks (manager of the co-operative shop, “brigade 
head” at the co-operative, makeshift storehouse supervisor of construction 
and building firm nearby, etc.). He carried out all of these jobs by strictly 
adhering to the religious morality in which his father, himself a “Bible-
reading man”, had brought him up from earliest childhood. Besides his lay 
functions he also served his church conscientiously and with deep 
conviction, acting for decades as the “county head” of the diocese, in other 
words the leader of the clerical council or, as he himself put it, “hands and 
feet to the pater”. Since the time of his wife’s death in 1995 he has been 
living alone. The great tragedy of his life was that due to constant toxic 
chemical exposure coming from spraying the vines he gradually lost vision 
in both eyes and, shortly after his wife’s death, in 1997, went completely 
blind. Although he now lives in complete darkness and also has bad back-
aches, until very recent times he attended every single holy mass 
celebrated in his village church, up to three times a day on religious 
holydays. Since he can only walk doubled up and feeling his way along 
with his stick, the 1.5–2 km walk to the church or back took him a whole 
hour each time. In the autumn of 2011, aged 92, he had a stroke and has 
been unable to leave his home since that time. To his great dismay, in 
January 2011 broadcasts of the Catholic Radio of Budapest ceased. He 
used to listen to this channel all the time, its programmes, along with the 
church bell, providing the time structure for his days. Today, his most 
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basic nee+ds are attended to by members of his extended family living 
nearby, such as his son-in-law and his grandchildren. 

With regard to the present analysis of his world view I consider it 
important to underline that although Mihály Bácsu only completed six 
years of primary education, we are talking about a very intelligent, quick-
witted personality with a naturally systematic manner of thinking who 
confronts problems on a theoretical level. 

“I’ll tell you all!” The unity of the closed world view 

The closed ideological system of Catholicism provides people who believe 
and think according to their faith with answers to all metaphysical and 
practical problems of life. Mihály Bácsu is not a typical personality today 
even amidst the society of the Csángó village. His intense religious 
practice, the dogmatic views shaping his world view and the visionary 
visual world which is in complete accord with the former deservedly 
attract the epithet of “medieval”. His world view contains not a single 
question mark, there is not a single problem of human existence that he 
has not encountered during the course of his long life, or that he has not 
thought through, and he is happy if people come to ask him questions to 
which he can give sure-footed answers. 
 

You had said you would ask me about something more, well, ask, and I 
will answer everything! Ask me about anything, not only about faith, you 
can ask me about other things, too, and I will answer. How should man 
live? What does he live for? I will answer! (September 29th, 2010). 

 
The coherence of his world view has been known to astonish not only 
learned visitors coming from afar (i.e. engineers, teachers, ethnographers), 
but also his village compatriots. 
 

There was an engineer woman used to come to the vineyards for many 
years. She used to come and see how different people worked and she 
used to correct mistakes. But when she came to me, she never said 
anything. She liked to just watch what I do and then she started to ask me 
about faith, about one thing and another. I answered everything and she 
used to marvel and wonder how I knew all of this, how I’d found all this 
out or where I had read it all. And she used to ask all about how things 
would be, and how one should die and why we needed to go to church or 
why we live on this earth. She asked about lots of things. And I answered 
everything and she used to just come and be by my side. She would sit 
there for fifteen or twenty minutes at a time. Just with me. (September 30th 
2010). 
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As he offers his explanations, he is always delighted to recognise and get 
confirmation that the system is indeed a system, and its elements are 
interrelated and systematically confirm each other. “There is one more 
thing!” he keeps exclaiming, every time he finds a new piece of evidence 
to confirm what went before, or a connection which he instantly goes on to 
relate. 

He remains equally open and straightforward in front of the elite of the 
lay world and even of the church, but also retains an even standard of 
modesty, even with the smallest children. (“God will do what he wants to 
do unto all of us, both one and the other. He makes the laws for 
everyone.”) He looks forward to death without any fear, since for him 
there is indeed only one uninterrupted flow of time with no break in it. 

 
Are you afraid of dying? 
No, I am not afraid at all! [laugh] I look forward to it as if I was just due 
to go somewhere. 
But aren’t you afraid where you’ll go over there? 
Nooooo! I am fine! I am in agreement with them there. I am prepared for 
it because I am in agreement with God. I do no harm, I go to church, I 
take the sacraments every day. 
(September 30th, 2010). 

 
In this day and age even among the Moldavian Csángós it is extremely 
rare that we meet a person who defines his or her entire world view 
through the closed ideological system of Catholicism and who takes this 
religious world view totally seriously even in every aspect of their daily 
lifestyle. Thus, Mihály Bácsu is a completely exceptional and rare 
personality, and in this sense his religious world view and his related 
lifestyle might not even seem suitable at first sight to illustrate the registers 
of folk religiosity, precisely due to its unity and coherence. 

In actual fact, however, there is no religious world view with only a 
single register—this is what renders his interpretation of the world well 
suited to present religious registers. As we shall see later on, even an 
“ideal typical” and closed, quasi-medieval world view has its own strata. 
In other words, depending on the kind of life situation that happens to 
prevail, different registers of this religiosity will come into action. In a 
number of cases we also encounter the difficulties and dilemmas of 
switching among the different registers. 
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Registers of religious practice 

1. The formal and pragmatic register. Religious faith regulated 

Institutions of the Catholic church have at all times aimed to present the 
universally valid theological system of official religion as seamlessly 
cogent and free of contradictions, including the notions about transcendence 
as well as the norms of social life. At the same time the system needs to be 
pragmatic, as religious faith also entails a set way of life. The essence of 
the closed system represented and professed by the church is 
acknowledged and considered valid by rural societies living on a Christian 
cultural foundation. In other words, this pragmatic functioning takes place 
not only with regard to the operation of the official church but also that of 
rural society. This is illustrated by the common proverb, “lélek, lélek, de 
miből élek?” [which translates literally as “my soul, my soul, but what will 
I live on?”]. 

People do not partake evenly of this knowledge, which is essentially of 
clerical origin, but it is theoretically possible for all members of the 
community to acquire the religious world view which constitutes the 
foundations of their existence. Mihály Bácsu is an exception in this sense, 
a true “specialist” of the Christian interpretation of the world. The 
interviews, when placed alongside each other, offer a full map of the 
metaphysical and ethical aspects of a perfect, contradiction-free, closed 
view of the world—which we need not present here, as it is generally 
known from the Catholic system of ideas. Nevertheless, it must be noted 
that to present the religious views, in harmony with Catholicism, of this 
old Csángó man, would not be without its points of curiosity, as it is a 
unique, specific, popular expression of the Catholic world view, which, as 
such, might be extremely interesting from an ethnographic point of view. 
Since, however, such systematic and detailed presentation would require a 
full volume monograph and this is not the goal of the present paper, in the 
following section I merely present a summary of the most important 
religious dogmas. 

– God’s existence is self-evident, since the visible world clearly 
testifies to the existence of a Creator. God is an absolute sovereign, 
everything comes from him and there is no other will outside of him. 

– God has not forsaken the created world, since he manifested himself 
in his son, Jesus Christ, and in that way made the human world forever a 
part of the divine world. The Scripture is another form of divine 
revelation, the source of all certainty. Although the Revelation has already 
taken place, God also has some secrets which man will never be able to 
understand. These include the origin of Evil, the nature of the Holy 
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Trinity, the time of the Last Judgement and others. The task of man is to 
glorify God and keep to the commandments. God has created man with a 
free will, but human nature is fallible, therefore man is in need of God’s 
grace. 

– God is fair and places human existence into a transcendental 
perspective according to the merits and sins of humans. Man is living in 
the right way if at every moment he is thinking of the four ultimate things: 
death, judgement, hell and heaven. 

– The destiny of humans in the other world is defined by the state of 
their soul at the moment of death—a person pure of soul will go to heaven, 
a person who dies with a mortal sin will go to hell. Suicides go to hell. The 
punishment allotted for sins that have been atoned for and forgiven must 
be suffered in the fires of purgatory, but we can free ourselves of this 
punishment through acquiring pardon and offering other forms of sacrifice 
(holy mass, prayer service, crossing oneself, charitable donations etc.). 
Since existence in this world and the next are connected, existence in the 
other world may be influenced and different forms of sacrifices (imitatio 
Christi, offerings, listening to holy mass or prayers) have the power to earn 
transcendental merit. 

– Man is both body and soul at one and the same time and one cannot 
exist without the other. The body is inclined to sin, but Christ also 
appeared in corporeal form, and so it is also valuable. The body partakes 
of the reward or punishment of the other world along with the soul. 
Humans receive their soul at the time of conception, therefore abortion is a 
great sin. The soul requires continual nourishment through sacraments, 
listening to holy mass, prayers and good deeds. 

– Owing to his fallible nature, man is undeserving of addressing God 
directly with his questions, therefore he needs mediators and protectors 
(the saints and angels). Mary, mother of God is our supreme mediator. 

– Life in this world is a constant struggle between the forces of Good 
and Evil. The world is full of demons. All evil comes from the devil, 
including troubles of the soul and sins. There are just as many devils in the 
world as there are sins. A devil is a spirit. The forces of Good are stronger 
than the forces of Evil, therefore the devil is helpless against a person pure 
of heart who lives with God. Angels always indicate the presence of God. 
Angels are with us all the time until we alienate them from ourselves by 
sin—at times like that we fall into the hands of the devil. Man is either in a 
pure and angelic state or in a forsaken, devilish state—there is no middle 
way. 

– Words, intentions and even thoughts count as actions and therefore 
can be the source of sin or virtue. 
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– The only religions that derive from Christ are the Roman Catholic 
faith and Orthodox Christianity—all other religions are human creations 
and, as such, false faith. In the Mother Church the Holy Spirit itself is at 
work, therefore the institutions and officials of the church must be revered 
and served under all circumstances as manifestations of the Sacred. 

The above value system is fully embodied and exemplified by the 
lifestyle of Mihály Bácsu, so much so that he could be considered the 
paragon of Christian man. (As we have indicated before, we forego 
describing relevant events of the personal life course.) His entire life story 
is convincing evidence that these tenets of faith go well beyond mere 
theoretical relevance—Christian religious convictions also entail moral 
categories and, accordingly, a way of life both with regard to the 
individual and the community. Based on the religious convictions here 
described we can draw a general prototype of Christian man, who is 
characterised by trust in God, a self-assurance arising from unconditional 
faith, a sense of dignity due to free will, modesty and fear due to the 
inevitable necessity of divine grace, a constant striving for virtuous earthly 
life and moral purity, as well as constant activity in the community and 
respect for clerical institutions. Christian religious principles and values 
are socially accepted in the traditional world; their validity is rarely 
questioned. General social recognition, however, does not mean that 
people follow the appropriate religious lifestyle or practice. 

What we find is that, with reference to universal Christian values, what 
is active in everyday life is a unique and specific religious register 
institutionally codified and formalised by the practice of the community. In 
the interest of practical workability, this ideal system is constantly forced 
to make compromises and corrections of various extents, therefore it loses 
some of its theoretical consistency, its purity and ideal perfection become 
repeatedly questioned and this also offers room for other, alternative 
registers of religiosity to appear in everyday life. 

All that we have described above also reveals that the formal and 
pragmatic register of religiosity operates not only in the official religious 
practice of clerical institutions but also in the everyday life of rural 
society. The religious value system of peasant society is clearly 
determined, to a decisive extent, by the doctrinal religiosity of the official 
church, but the operation of the register must not be directly associated 
with this. 
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2. The fanatical, separatist register—or religion gone wild 

The religious register formalised both by official institutions and popular 
communities, which we have described above, constitutes the foundation 
of the social order in traditional Christian societies. However, since we are 
talking about a system which has been in constant change over the course 
of history, we also need to reckon with the idea that as the official, 
uniform, centralised doctrinal elements of the faith become foregrounded 
and the personal, spontaneous, emotional and imagistic or visionary 
elements are marginalised,4 this may from time to time lead to the 
appearance of rifts in the closed ideological system of religion and 
consequently the truly religious people who take the religious tenets and 
the resulting value system profoundly seriously will inevitably become 
fanatics in certain life situations. At times like this, the truly religious 
person takes the risk of being declared a misguided separatist or dissenter 
by society and the church itself, and they even run the risk of being 
excommunicated as heretics. Genuine, truly conviction-based religiosity 
has, in actual fact, no other option than dissent (Žižek 2003, 101−2). It is 
exactly this kind of clash which has triggered most cases of religious 
revolt, heretic movements, individual or mass-scale religious conversions 
in various phases of history5. 

The formalised religious system is one which changes over history, as 
the church is compelled to adapt to the spirit of the age at any time. A few 
examples from the Catholic church are the decreasing number of 
compulsory feast days and fasting days; the way in which the discipline of 
fasting is gradually relaxed and becomes lenient; after a while the church 
has allowed the cremation of the dead; instead of the original Latin liturgy 
the use of the vernacular languages has become officially accepted, etc. In 
this way, rigid insistence on religious tradition may at any time become a 
source of heresy in the eyes of the community and the church. A classic 

                                                            
4 Harvey Whitehouse’s theory on the opposition of doctrinal vs. imagistic 
religiosity is presented in a thorough and extensive manner by Lehel Peti in the 
theoretical-methodological introduction to his book A moldvai csángók népi 
vallásosságának imagisztikus rítusai [Imagistic Rituals of the Popular Religiosity 
of the Moldva Csángó], see Peti 2012, 15−20, and applied in the course of 
analysing various religious phenomena. 
5 For more on this, see works by Norman Cohn, Vittorio Lanternari and Eric 
Hobsbawm on religious movements: Cohn 1970; Lanternari 1972; Hobsbawm 
1974. See also Victor Turner’s theory on the operation of communitas and 
structure—anti-structure: Turner 2002; and for a summary description see Bowie 
2007, 152−57. 
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example is the Russian separatist movement organised around protopope 
Avvakum Petrovich in the seventeenth century, which emerged in 
opposition to Western modernisation and in defence of the old religious 
values (Avvakum 1971). 

The formalised religious register which is inclined to accept 
compromises and give preference to doctrinaire forms of religiosity may at 
any time switch over into a dissenting, fanatical register which is 
characterised by freer, non-canonised, imagistic, indeed sometimes even 
exulted, charismatic, emotional and subjective forms of religiosity which 
allow space for individual creativity. Contemporary Moldavian Csángó 
religious culture, still medieval in many ways, offers a wealth of examples 
of this phenomenon.6 Surprising cases of non-compromising religious 
conviction are more commonly encountered among the elderly, but the 
register does occur quite commonly even among the ranks of the young. 
This partly explains the spreading, among other things, of New Religious 
Movements (NRM). 

Now let us see a few relevant examples from the religious world view 
of Mihály Bácsu. He looks on a number of manifestations of the current 
age as the work of “the galloping devil”. People travelling here and there, 
the great speed and constant restlessness of contemporary life are all 
evidence of the presence of the devil and signs presaging a nearing 
apocalypse. Similar to medieval man, he sees the devil as restless, 
constantly “galloping” and incapable of deep contemplation7, and believes 

                                                            
6 For a broad range of available literature on the subject I wish to highlight a range 
of analyses by Lehet Peti about the social functions of the imagistic forms of 
religion (e.g. the religious movement which emerged around the myth of the doctor 
of Trunk; collective visions articulating crisis situations in the community; 
normative functions of dreams, etc. See Peti 2012. Further cases of the disintegrate 
of doctrinaire forms of religion and their substitution by imagistic religious notions 
are described by István Kinda in his book on the moral value system of Moldva 
Csángó villages, as well as in a paper by József Kotics. See Kinda 2010; and 
Kotics 1997. 
7 This image of the devil as a furious, raging devil who is restless, running and 
galloping in pursuit of worldly things appears, for instance, in textual variants of a 
morning prayer commonly used in Moldva and originating as folklore versions of a 
translation of a medieval hymn from a breviary starting Iam lucis orto sydere… 
“Mivel már megvirjadván, / kérjük az Úristent leborulva, / Szátán münköt bűnbe 
ne ejcen, / ugy foljon nyelvünknek szóllásza, / ne hallatsszék dul-fulásza, / szemeinknek 
nyergalásza / világ hívszágát ne lássza.” [Now scared and startled / we bow down 
and entreat the Lord / not to let Satan lead us into sin / to let us speak with our 
tongue / so that it never speaks anger or fury / our eyes never go wandering / so 
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that the presence of this demonic force in the contemporary world is quite 
obvious. 

 
No matter where you go, the devil might be anywhere. Hell is there with 
you […]. There are as many types of devil as there are sins. They are here 
and they gallop around like fools. Looking for whom to trick and how… 
and how to oppose themselves to God. […] And he cannot do anything 
unless he can get man to do evil. (September 30th 2010). 

 
The exaggerated intellectualism of modern man, which belittles religion 
(“we have turned very brainy”) and the resulting arrogant pride are also 
the work of the devil, a fatal derailment of humanity, since this results in 
denial of God. 
 

We have really gone so far, we are more corrupt than the man who banged 
the nails into Jesus’s feet and hands. We are much worse. Much, much 
worse. That man, he banged in the nail because he was a soldier and it was 
imposed on him to do this. We are not forced by anyone and still we deny 
God. We are afraid to name the name of God and if we walk along, 
wherever we walk, even if we walk right past a church we do not cross 
ourselves. (September 29th 2010). 
 
The world has turned very clever now. They are heading straight for the 
bottom of the pit. They have turned so clever. […] If we don’t want to live 
in the way God tells us, we should just do as we please, going after our 
own head. (September 30th, 2010). 

 
The hierarchy of sins and virtues that Bácsu offers also includes quasi-
medieval notions which appear as exulted and separatist yet are 
nevertheless logical in a Christian world view. Quite shockingly, murder, 
including otherwise much despised abortion, is considered a lesser sin than 
cursing. The reasoning is that a murderer can only kill the body, but 
cannot hurt the soul of the murdered person, but when we curse, by the 
performative force of the spoken word we kill God himself. 

Bácsu considers it the trickery of the devil if “his thoughts run away” 
during prayer in church or at home. He feels guilty because, on occasion, 
as he is feeling his way to the church with his stick, people often shout at 
him crudely from passing motorcars, “Dute acasă, şi să mori acasă!” [Go 
home and die at home!] and at times like this he feels anger rising in him, 
which is in fact one of the cardinal sins. At times like this he does all he 
can to confess this as soon as possible, to clear himself of this terrible sin. 
                                                                                                                            
they do not see the vanity of the world.] (Bogdánfalva/Valea Seacă, 1993, my own 
collection). 
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And as I walk along people cross my way. They come along and they say, 
“Why can’t you sit at home, do you hear me? If you’ve grown old, stay at 
home!” This is a sin, too, which somebody else sends onto me. And then 
if I get angry at why this man spoke to me or why he said this, then that’s 
a sin. 

A sin for you? 
A sin for me. Because it is me who got angry with that man. […] 

Other people swear at me. I was walking along the road and someone 
cursed the name of the Lord asking why I was going to mass. He said, 
“Why can’t you sit at home?” And went on to curse the name of the Lord. 
And then I did not say anything, I just went on walking ahead and suffered 
it. And so these are sins which are put on us by other people. And so I go 
on to confess those. And other things, too, different things. Once I went 
out and there was one of these wagons going by. There was a man on the 
wagon, driving cattle, and I said to him, “I see your wagon is empty, take 
me on down as far as the church!” “Go back home,” he said, “you have 
grown old! Go back into your house!”, he said. And I did not say anything 
more, and he left and then if I had grown angry or if I had reacted to him, 
I would have been sinning. And this is also a sin, his sin which came upon 
me without me wanting it. (September 29th 2010). 

 
The way in which he sets little value on life in this world is also a 
manifestation of a dissenting strand of religiosity. Every ambition of man 
which is not aimed at transcendent values is vain, because everything will 
come to nothing in death which was not performed for the salvation of the 
soul. 
 

Finally, everything is just zero, zero, zero. Man, the way he is born, and 
rushes along and all his failings through so many years and then finally…. 
You know what zero is about, do you? Of course you do. Man becomes 
nothing from nothing in the end [laughing]. All that you have done has 
been collected somewhere and we cannot pass judgement on it. Only God 
can. How much you have rushed and how much you have done and how 
much you have talked and all the going and doing of all those years… 
And finally—zero! (September 30th 2011). 

 
He passionately rejects all human activities and pursuits which are not 
related to preparing for existence in the other world, which indeed divert 
people from a meaningful life in the transcendent sense. These include 
watching television, which “makes no sense, none at all”, and the various 
sports also come under the same heading. When he hears “the ball”, “the 
matches” on the radio (football commentators) he will instantly switch off 
the machine. He was seventeen when he realised that dancing was a 
dangerous form of entertainment, because while one is dancing, “the evil 
passion will start up” inevitably in his soul. After this insight he never 
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danced again with anyone, including his wife, even though she danced 
beautifully and with gusto all her life. Watching nakedness on television 
was a grave sin, just like the “vanity” one can experience even in the life 
of the village, meaning lechery. In his usage, “vanity” actually means 
prostitution (the meaning is religiously motivated!) and he also uses the 
word “vanity” to refer to dancing, ball games and television. In this 
context he willingly and frequently refers to the famous loci of the Sermon 
on the Mount or the opposition of the gate which is wide and the road 
which is easy (Matthew 7:13–14) and considers commitment to the hard 
and narrow road the primary command governing Christian man. 

 
This is why I said there were two roads, the wide road which the devil 
leads you down and the narrow road which the angel leads you along. If 
you walk down the narrow road you find God at the end of it and if you 
walk down the broad road you find hell. But you can return to the narrow 
road. If God helps you care for this and you leave that and tear yourself 
away from your sins and confess, then you return to your true way, God’s 
direction. 

But how can you know whether you are now walking down the broad 
path? 

It is so free and so fine, they just dance and drink and sing… And they 
show that they are so clever. And the devils help them on. It is very hard 
to return from there. Man sees that you can have a good life on this earth. 
And then comes this machine, this television, but it won’t lead you 
anywhere else but right down to hell. They lose many hours there. And 
then they will have done to the devil’s liking. (September 30th, 2010). 

 
Setting little store by the body and having a very negative attitude to all 
things bodily is also a medieval element of the world view. The soul, 
although it can only exist along with the body, enjoys priority over it. As 
for himself, he continued going to church for as long as he could possibly 
manage it, walking doubled up, with an aching back, tapping about blind 
with his stick, rain or shine, often more than once a day. His own comment 
on these painful walks was that one must not spare the body, so inclined to 
sin and comfort, transient and ready to betray the soul, when it is a 
question of nourishing the soul. 

 
For thirteen years now I cannot see as much as my finger, and look, I am 
alive! […] The small of my back hurts so much that I cannot stand up 
straight. And then my feet can’t walk because I need to carry my legs after 
my back. And each time I take a step I could just cry out “Ouch! Ouch! 
Ouch”… at each step. And I just go on walking, out of strength, I do not 
spare my body, because any day it will just go rotten and smelly and be 
buried there under the ground. But I do care for my soul, I do want to 
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make sure I do some more for my soul. Whatever I can, however best I 
can. But for me the sun never rises and it never goes darker any more than 
it has been dark for thirteen years now. I cannot see anything! (September 
30th 2010). 
 
No, no, don’t spare it! Don’t spare your body, it is your body that takes 
you into evil things, into sin and all that; and it takes no account of the 
soul, the body doesn’t. (September 30th 2010). 

 
The exaggerated attendance at holy mass is also a manifestation of the 
unbridled, exulted, medieval type of religiosity. There were years when he 
did not miss a single mass and, with a medieval reverence for the 
mysticism of numbers, he actually remembers the small number of times 
when he did miss a holy mass. 
 

And I go to church, blind as I am. I did not have a lipsza [miss an 
occasion] in two years and there were many masses at the church. There 
were up to 500 masses. And I went to that 500. There was not a time I 
missed. Then there were four years when I had about three lipsza each 
year. And there were about six years when I had one or two lipsza. A 
year! That is all! 485, 492, 488—that is how many masses there were. 
Each year it is saying a lot if there were two or three times I did not go to 
the church. Even that happened when I was not home or I had travelled 
somewhere so I could not go. But in all of these 13 years I had… but I am 
afraid to tell you, so that I don’t boast—you must not boast… 

But do say it, if it is true then it is not boasting. 
I heard 6300 masses in these 13 years. I counted in my head the 

months, the days and all. Because I can count, I don’t need to write it 
down. I will reckon anything in my head. Holidays, anything. For about 
six years I listened to three masses every Sunday, always. And on top of 
that one every weekday. I had no lipsza. (September 30th 2010). 

 
Participation at mass is a compulsory act of offering (“we owe it to hear 
one mass on a Sunday”), and it is also a sign of thankfulness and gratitude, 
as well as a chance to earn merit in the other world, but for him the most 
intense attraction is in the fact that the holy mass and the church are 
heaven itself. (“Best of all I like listening to the mass. That is the best, the 
sweetest and dearest to me on this earth.”) Someone who does not strive to 
attend the church on earth cannot expect to be admitted to the heavenly 
temple, either. 

The religious fanaticism of visiting mass in such great numbers and the 
visionary, emotional identification with the mystery of the holy mass were 
not unequivocally welcomed by the village community, and even one of 
the priests reprimanded him. The man of the church was also in 
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disagreement with the archaic quasi-medieval interpretation of the concept 
of the holy mass and its symbolic character. In Mihály Bácsu’s 
understanding, the holy mass is first and foremost a commemoration of the 
death by crucifixion and therefore it requires a total surrender of oneself, a 
passionate emotional identification with Christ’s passion, and sincere 
atonement. He cries during the elevation at every mass, because the true 
Christian must feel what the Virgin Mother felt when she held her dead 
son in her lap. Such intense emotional identification with the imitatio 
Christi is known to be a trait of medieval religion, as is expressed, for 
instance, by the folklore genre of the archaic popular prayer, but in 
contemporary religious practice it is seen as out of touch with the times. 
The people in the church noticed the tears he shed regularly, were 
outraged and reported it to the priest. During confession he questioned 
Bácsu about the cause of the crying, but instead of accepting his 
explanation, chastised him and declared his views to be misguided. 

 
In church you have to sit just as the Virgin Mary sat when Jesus was 
crucified and she went to sit in front of him and wept. And as the Virgin 
Mary sat while he was being crucified and she sat for three hours with the 
women who were with her and the way she was there with those women, 
not laughing and not rejoicing, so we shouldn’t, either. And they did not 
chat, they just cried and so we, too, when we go to the church we must not 
chat and we must not think of other things, just feel the ache in our heart 
how much Jesus suffered for us. And when I think about that, I… I have 
been going to mass for ever, for many years, I cannot tell you, how many 
years and it is impossible for me not to shed a tear when the pater raises 
the Eucharist in the church and Jesus dies. At church, when they celebrate 
the mass, the whole mass is about Jesus’s suffering. [...] I was often 
chastised by the priest, because someone told him that my tears were 
running when I was at church. So he asked me at confession why I cried 
in the church, I must not cry. So I said, how could I help crying when I 
remember how Christ suffered for us and it just comes over me to cry. He 
said, “You must not cry in front of the whole world!” I don’t cry but it 
comes over me or a tear or two will drop and then I must cry, too. I can’t 
help it but I have had this not just now, but for a long, long time. My heart 
aches. It just thinks about it and if it knows what it is for, it must drop at 
least one tear. The best prayer for us Christians here on earth that God will 
hear is going to hear mass and if you are alone and you go about in the 
world, wherever you are, the best thing is if you think of Jesus and for his 
pain you are sure to drop a tear. It is important that God forgave you your 
sins. […] And if you drop but one tear, God is sure to take you in. 
(September 30th, 2010). 
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In Bácsu’s thinking, any form of imitatio Christi and emotionally charged 
remembrance thereof, and in general any voluntary suffering or sacrifice, 
have the power to bring salvation. Of all the Biblical events he is most 
intrigued by the passion epic. He can spend hours relating the story of the 
suffering of Christ, from his capture on Good Friday in the garden of 
Gethsemane to his death on the cross, and he himself starts to cry while 
telling his story. His detailed recollection of the passion epic contains lots 
of apocryphal elements and the symbolism of numeric magic, another 
medieval element, also plays a great part in it. These apocryphal images 
can occur both in religious folklore (archaic popular prayers, religious 
legends), and in medieval clerical art.8 
 

And then Herod gave Jesus to the soldiers that were beating him. They 
took him into the place where they were supposed to beat him. They had a 
place for it, just like here, a kind of kámera [chamber]. And when they 
took him in there, they undressed him, fully naked, pulled his hands up 
and tied them up high, so he could not use his hands any more, and tied 
him to a stilp [column]. And then they tied him up with a rope so he could 
not slap about, he was embracing the column and so they tied him with a 
rope. And then they began to beat him. There were three of them. Each 
had to strike 120 times. That was the beating. First they beat him with a 
cane, then secondly they beat him with a whip which had lots of branches, 
all plaited, and the branches had knots and the knots had, tied into them, a 
kind of wire, but steel wire. They were little ends of wire. They were tied 
into the knots, quite short. And so when they struck his bare skin, those 
went right into his flesh and ripped the flesh and the skin off him 
wherever they struck. But that whip had lots of branches. And so they 
struck him 120 times. So they stripped off his back and wherever it caught 
his legs. They stripped the skin off. He was all sores and wounds and there 
was blood running. And so came the third one with a chain and beat him 
with the chain really hard, so that the bones could feel it, too. And then 
they untied him and decided that they would also beat him from the front, 
because he was embracing the column. When they were to beat his front, 
they struck him and tied him up to beat his front. And when they had done 
with tying him up and they wanted to start beating him, there was 
someone else looking at him and watching this. He was over to one side. 
He did not beat him, he was just looking. And this man had a knife. And 
with his knife he ran up there and cut the rope. And then Jesus fell from 
there and they had not beaten him from the front. And so Jesus fell on the 

                                                            
8 On the passionate and detailed recollection of the passion epic, with a general 
European overview of the spirit of the Franciscans, see Zsuzsanna Erdélyi who 
also writes about earlier Hungarian literature of the subject. See Erdélyi 2005. For 
a comparison of the textual world and pictorial representations see Takács 2007; 
and Tánczos 2009. 
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floor there. And there were his clothes; his shirt was there to one side. 
And as he fell down, he stretched out his arm to grab it and to put it on 
because he was naked, he was stark naked. But when he wanted to reach 
out, one of the soldiers, a kind of kalau [executioner] that had been 
beating him, kicked his clothes further so he could not reach them. Jesus 
was lying fallen on the ground there. So the man kicked it further away so 
he could not reach it, so he would just carry on sitting on the ground there. 
Then they gave it back to him and dressed him up again and gave him 
back his crown of thorns and took him out for the world to see once more. 
And then when Herod saw him, he said, “Now look at this man! What 
more do you want with him?” “We want to take him and crucify him!” 
And so they grabbed him and took him away. There was a pile of wood 
nearby, because they were right close to their church, or whatever they 
had there, and soon they carved it a little and then made a great big 
crucifix. It weighed 92 oka!9 They put that on his shoulders and he had to 
carry it. He carried it as best he could, but he fell down many times. But 
you know all this yourselves, because this is about the journey of the holy 
cross. (September 30th, 2010). 

 
Faith in the sense of sacrifice and suffering is so powerful in Bácsu’s mind 
that he looks on the strife of his own son, bedridden and terribly ill for 
many years, as partially God’s warning (“God is setting an example 
through him”) and partly an exchange of suffering in this world as against 
suffering in the other world, an acquittal of otherworldly punishment for 
sins committed. 
 

He has been badly stricken, really badly. There can be no greater misery 
than his. He is looking forward to his death, he says, “When God takes me 
I shall be freed. But until then I cannot escape, I must suffer until that 
time.” And he keeps crying day and night. Day and night! What he used to 
be like and how he used to be and what he has come to now. And see, this 
was an example from God because he had denied God during the time of 
the communists, did not go to church, did not go to confession, did not go 
to hear mass, did not keep his faith at all. All he had eyes for was making 
all that money, as he was an engineer. He was doing well. He was well 
with the whole world, with anybody. But then God presented an example 
of him. (September 30th, 2010). 

 
Professing loyalty to religious values is among the duties of the true 
Christian, even in cases when divulging their faith openly can lead to 
conflicts or ill feeling. There are people in the village who are wary of 
                                                            
9 An oka is an old Turkish measure of weight or volume. In Romania it equals 
1,280 kg or 1,247 litres. Accordingly, if Christ’s cross weighed 92 oka, it weighed 
115 kg. 
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Bácsu, because any time he notices a situation he dislikes, he makes no 
secret of his opinion and is keen to chastise and educate. For instance, if 
people greet him without using the name of the Lord, he rarely fails to 
correct them. 
 

On Easter day the common greeting is “Praise be to the holy name of 
Little Jesus!” And even on the other days of Easter. But now no one even 
dares mention the name of Jesus; all they say is, “On your way, are you?” 
or “So, you’re going along, are you?” Or simply “Praise be” and then I 
just answer “Praise be to whom? Aren’t you supposed to say, ‘Praise be to 
the holy name of Little Jesus!’?” If I am walking down to the church from 
here and someone takes me by the hand, I mention God or offer 
something from the teachings of Jesus and keep talking about that right as 
far as the church. I never ask what they do for a living, or anything else. 
(September 30th, 2010). 

 
During my collecting work I was eyewitness to an incident when he told 
off and embarrassed, indeed publicly shamed, a young shepherd who was 
boasting of his recently made fortune. His sharp critique did not even 
spare the village priest whom he took to task on one occasion, claiming 
that in his sermons he was not chastising sinfulness like the priests of the 
old times used to, but satisfied himself with explaining the gospels and 
was thus an indirect cause of the moral corruption of his believers. 

 
They don’t have sermons any more like they used to. In the past they used 
to preach sins, but now, for a few years, the priests don’t preach anything 
except according to the Gospels. All he says is that the Gospel says such 
and such. If you gather from that what you need to, that’s fine and if you 
don’t, just go and do what you will from your own head. Go, speak, act, 
take from others, cheat on people, talk, humiliate others, so you can have 
more, steal to make yourself bigger and diminish your fellow creature. 
(September 30th, 2010). 

 
When the new priest tried to get Bácsu as diocesan head to spy and report 
on others, he categorically declined the request, because he considers 
lying, “whispering” as one of the gravest sins. (“I would prefer to suffer 
death but I have nothing against anybody.”) Nevertheless, later he did kiss 
the priest’s hand because as an ordained person he was entitled to 
celebrate mass in a valid way and to break with his own hand the Eucharist 
which represents the body of Christ. (“I was always kissing the father’s 
hand. I had been used to it since I was a small child.”) 

It is also the manifestation of an archaic, quasi-medieval religious view 
that he underestimates the significance of free will as against divine grace 
and predestination. He believes that, due to trickery by the devil, he may 
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even commit grave sins when he is not thinking of doing so, or when he 
wants to avoid doing so at all costs. For instance, if late at night amidst his 
prayers he hears that someone outside in the street is swearing, that makes 
him a sinner, too, because by his presence his purity of soul is also soiled. 
Or if someone chastises him for something (most often for groping along 
the road blind, amidst the cars and wagons) then he, too, partakes of the 
sin of the cursing person. (“This is also a sin which is sent to me by 
someone else. And then if I get angry over why that person spoke or why 
he said that, that is also a sin.”) 

What we have been trying to exemplify through the above is that in the 
world view of a highly religious person with a quasi-medieval type of 
thinking, the separatist, fanatical religious register will repeatedly 
overwrite and, to some extent, invalidate, the formal and pragmatic 
religious register. These breakthroughs are observable in individual 
lifestyle, in everyday religious practice, as well as in relations with the 
community and in the public sphere of religiosity, including the 
institutional system. With reference to transcendent values and taking 
them truly seriously, Mihály Bácsu willingly engages even in the kind of 
social conflict which he would not need to engage in were he to confine 
himself to the formal and pragmatic register. Even the private life 
experience of this separatist, fanatical register (e.g. the plenitude of 
listening to mass and saying prayers, the intense emotional identification 
with religious experience, the earnestness of sacrifice, the exaggerated 
subordination of practical activity to religion etc.) does occasionally 
provoke reprimand, a sense of grudge or mockery in his fellow villagers, 
themselves highly religious persons on their own terms, who organise their 
lives in the spirit of the formalised and pragmatic register. Nevertheless, 
we need to emphasise that the fanatical religious register does not 
necessarily need to be interpreted as an individual anomaly or a religious 
orientation divergent from that of the community—i.e. as a deviance. 
Behaviour of this kind may, in certain cases, become accepted and even 
general, i.e. codified on the level of the community, in other words it may 
become legitimate on a broad scale. For instance, during the communist 
dictatorship, the religious movement which emerged around the 
“miraculous well” and grave of murder victim Dr Benedek at Trunk 
became the norm and a fully legitimate feature among the whole of the 
Moldavian Csángó community. After the transition of 1989, the official 
institutional system of the clergy was compelled by the weight of the 
movement to have it legitimised officially and in fact integrate this 
originally dissenting, fanatical religious phenomenon (Peti 2012, 82−4). 
The reason why codification by the community, in fact official 
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institutional integration are possible is that the formalised, pragmatic and 
the fanatical, dissenting register differ from each other not so much in 
terms of content but in the different level of intensity in their striving for 
perfection in the religious sense.10 The formally religious person of our 
time does not become a fanatical believer save in exceptional situations, 
but they do have the basic sense that if they claim to be religious they do 
in fact need to become religious. Therefore, to a certain extent, they can 
even accept religious fanaticism in the ideal sense. As Slavoj Žižek writes 
on the subject, “In everyday life we never actually really believe, but at 
least we can comfort ourselves by the idea that there is someone 
somewhere who really does believe” (Žižek 2003, 101). 

The possibility of codification which takes place on the level of the 
rural society, indeed, the possibility of integration into the formal religious 
register of the official church are available in the case of the other 
registers, too, which we are to present below. In other words, the 
hypothetical but clearly recognisable boundaries of religious registers are 
not rigid; there is free passage from one register to the other. 

3. The visionary, miraculous register—the breakaway 
imagination 

In religion, transcendence is self-evident (Voigt 2004, 59). Religious 
people obviously have to believe in miracles, e.g. that the antagonist of the 
Saint or God, the Devil may appear in our everyday life and that heavenly 
signs may show themselves at any time. Popular religion is also familiar 
with ritualised situations of the manifestations of transcendence. These 
include regular, ritualised visions which repeatedly take place at 
processions and shrines (e.g. looking into the sun at Csíksomlyó, Mary’s 
apparitions at Szőkefalva) (Pócs 2008a; Peti 2012, 113−54), dreams or 
collective visions which articulate crisis situations (Peti 2012, 87−112), or 
visions related to persons who “see beyond” or “visit the other world” (e.g. 
Ilona Jánó at Lészped) (Kóka 2006; Pócs 2006), and so forth. 

Christian visions and miraculous events may take place at any time, 
since experiences of an altered state of consciousness (ASC) are an 
accepted and authentic phenomenon both for the church and in popular 

                                                            
10 For more on this see Meredith B. McGuire’s concepts of “mass religion” and 
“virtuoso religion” (McGuire 1997). A typical example in the Moldva Csángó 
context is the personality of János Erdély (1891−1983), holy man of Bogdánfalva, 
whose intense religious activity was received with a reprimand by his family and a 
part of the village community. See Tánczos 2004. 
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Christian religiosity.11 Among the Moldavian Csángós we quite often 
come across miraculous accounts of visions of Mary, near-death religious 
experiences, apocalyptic visons and various divination-related miracles 
(see e.g. Bosnyák 1980; Csoma 2000; Halász 2005; Harangozó 2010; 
Iancu 2013; Peti 2012; Pozsony 1998; Tánczos 1992; Virt 2001; etc). 

Nevertheless, Christian people are also aware that such phenomena are 
rare, i.e. that miracles or divine hierophany are not a common everyday 
phenomenon. There are many people who, due to their powerful religious 
persuasion, have regularly visited Csíksomlyó throughout their lives, taken 
part in looking into the sun at dawn on Whitsunday because they believed 
in the miracle one can experience there, yet personally have never had a 
transcendent experience. Even in highly religious communities it is quite 
common for a person who speaks too often about transcendent experiences 
or miraculous phenomena which they claim to have experienced to be 
declared deviant, eccentric or downright frauds or liars by their 
community. The miraculous register is something that even popular 
figureheads of religion (e.g. Hungarian cantors of bygone days who used 
to be referred to as “deák”, meaning student, or the heads of religious 
societies) look on with a degree of suspicion and rarely claim to have had 
an experience of that kind personally. 

In this way the miraculous appearance of transcendence is a divine 
hierophany, but miracles and visions have their own proper and legitimate 
form. As a rule, we may declare that in the visionary, miraculous religious 
register transcendent experiences are only possible if they are of Christian 
character. These utterances are usually associated with certain places 
(processions, shrines, graves of holy persons, other religious spots of 
remembrance etc.), certain times (Whitsunday dawn, the time of someone 
nearing death, etc.), certain persons (e.g. priests rumoured to be saintly, 
persons who had been in liminal or dangerous situations etc.), and the 
narrative structure of the miraculous event itself also needs to be Christian 
in character.12 A miracle can be legitimate and generally acceptable to all 

                                                            
11 For a rich storehouse of examples on this phenomenon see the reader Álmok és 
látomások a 20−21. századból [Dreams and vision in the 20th–21st century]. 
Keszeg, Peti and Pócs 2009. 
12 In a book on the canonisation of medieval saints, Aviad M. Kleinberg tries to 
explain the paradoxical situation whereby the saints of the late Middle Ages (thus 
e.g. St. Francis of Assisi) got their environment to recognise the individual 
subjectivity of their own transcendent experiences as a collective value. See 
Kleinberg 1992. The evaluation and activity of “holy persons” living in peasant 
communities of traditional religiosity is akin to the position of the saints of the 
Middle Ages and of early modern times. See Peti 2012; Notes Nos. 66, 74. 
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persons even if it is not canonised or if it contains a great many elements 
from apocryphal traditions. One reason for this is that no matter how 
wildly the religious imagination “breaks away”, miracles also always have 
a cultural, community-bound set of elements and therefore vision 
narratives have at least as much in common as they are different from one 
another. 

Mihály Bácsu believes in miracles, indeed, he is convinced that the 
Sacred and the Evil manifest themselves every single day. In his view of 
the world, the great events of history are accompanied by heavenly signs 
and heralds. In one of his accounts when during the Reformation the name 
of Martin Luther was written on the roof of a church, the church was 
struck by lightning. At this point, his view of the world is very similar to 
the strand of visions recorded with data among both the Moldavian 
Csángó and in the Székelyföld area in which presaging visions or dreams 
predict the onset of major historical events or of disasters (e.g. stars of 
intense light before WWII, or the consolidation of the communist 
dictatorship in 1949, the fall of Ceauşescu, the revolution of 1989, floods 
etc.) (see: Peti 2012, 61−86, and 87−113; Gagyi 2010, 101−215; Márkó 
2009). 

The miracles of the saints are all manifestations of divine truth 
throughout history. He approves of canonisation processes which take 
years and are conducted by the relevant figures of authority which enables 
the church to establish the true presence of transcendence. Saints of the 
Oriental church are not real saints, in his view, because the Orthodox are 
often led by human self-interest when pronouncing persons saints whose 
life had lacked genuine utterances of transcendence. For instance, the 
triumphant battles of Ştefan cel Mare, vajda of Moldva, are due 
exclusively to the divine grace which had helped him on, while the vajda 
himself had lived a highly immoral life, had several women, yet even so 
was sainted by the Romanian Orthodox church in 1992. 

His own life, too, has been filled with “heavenly signs”, encounters 
which prove the constant presence of Sacred and Evil. As regards real 
visions, however, he has only ever had one, when he was very young, and 
even that came to him in a dream when he dreamt of the second coming of 
Jesus. 

 
When I was a young lad, I dreamt how the end of the world would be. 
What I dreamt was that the Sun never came up again. We waited for Jesus 
to come. That is where he came from, from the East where the sun rises. 
First came something like the sun but it had a crown of thorns in the 
middle of it. It was round and bright and came up and up just as if the sun 
was coming up. It came up to Midday and then moved on down. And then 
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another Sun came up. And in that Sun there I saw the cross of Jesus. But it 
was not glaring like the Sun does, it was just kind of light. And so we just 
waited for Jesus to come, thinking it was time. And as we waited for Jesus 
to come, I woke up. This was the dream and this is all. 

And were there two suns? 
Yes, there were two. And the third one should have been Jesus. The 

first Sun was the crown of thorns. Jesus’s one, the one they’d made. And 
in the second one was the crucifix. (September 30th, 2010). 

 
It is interesting that the crucifix appearing in the rising sun is also a 
frequently experienced vision at the Csíksomlyó rite of looking into the 
sun at sunrise at Whitsun. 
 

They see lots of things in the sun. The Sun shows the Holy Ghost. At the 
time when the Sun and that purity come up. I saw it many times, too, but 
not just me—other people have seen it. I saw the Holy Ghost, I saw the 
Hill of Golgotha with the three crosses. Two crosses were tipped like this, 
the third one around the middle. That was the cross of Christ. Then 
afterwards it showed how Christ was going up the Hill of Golgotha. He 
was raising the cross and he fell. Then he got up and then he went up that 
great big hill. I saw him just like you and I can see each other right now. 
Then I also saw that there were flames bursting forth from the Sun. And 
then I saw the Holy Ghost, it was like a little pigeon. 

This year, again, the Sacred One showed itself really beautifully. A 
sacrament emerged, but it emerged in several visions. Several sacraments. 
And the sacrament turned into a great big cross. It gathered together and 
then a small cross emerged. More than once! It was increasing. We saw it 
just fine this year, too, it was a very beautiful apparition. And it wasn’t 
only me, all the people there could see it. This is what I saw, other people 
saw different things. Everyone according to the grace they are granted. 
According to their merit. Their honour. In the past it was rumoured that 
some people even saw balaurs in the Sun. That is, dragons. If they had 
been bad. People who had been bad, evil, did not deserve to see lovely 
things. This is the same as I heard from old people (Antal Csernik, born 
1937, Lujzikalagor, collected by V. T. 1990; Tánczos 1992, 43−4). 
 
Somlyó, yes, we’ve been there. 

I was told that people wait for the sun to rise… 
Yes, up on the spine. I saw it Whitsunday morning, I did. Before that I 

was told that Mary used to show herself. Or the Holy Ghost. Un porumbel 
[a dove]. A dove. But when I was there, I saw with my very eyes, there 
was a cross in the Sun. We watched with the priests. We watched with the 
priests and I saw it with my very eyes. And I can tell anyone about this. I 
saw it with my very eyes, there was a cross in the Sun. 

And did you see anything else? 
No; a cross, with beams. That’s all I saw. 
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It shone? You mean it was made of sunbeams? 
Yes, it was in the sunbeams, the cross was in the beams of the Sun, I 

saw it with my very eyes. I can tell anyone. (Erzsébet Tóthné Ződ, born 
1944, Lészped; collected by Lehel Peti, 2007; Peti 2012, 150−1). 

4. The magical, popular register. Confirming religious faith 
with magic 

The separation of religion from magic is proverbially difficult both in the 
actual practice of religion and in the field of interpretative theory. It is a 
distinction which even the official church cannot demarcate clearly either 
in the dogmatic field or in the area of the liturgy. In religious ethnology 
and the study of popular religion, experts no longer strive to establish a 
distinction; instead they highlight the unity of the religious world view. 
Symbiosis of religion and magic is therefore quite natural—ethnologists 
are fully aware that the coercive impersonal force of the magical (magic) 
keeps “infiltrating” religious notions and that way constitutes a unified 
cognitive system. There is a wide scale of situations and proportions that 
emerge along the axis ranging from religion to magic. In other words, the 
appearance of transcendence sometimes takes a religious form, at others a 
mixture of religion and magic and sometimes the religious elements are 
clearly more emphatic. Although the world view is unified, there is a 
clearly palpable religious-magical popular register to religiosity, meaning 
a form where popular magical notions mingle with and operate jointly 
with the religious notions of the official church. On these occasions what 
usually emerges is a syncretic unit in which users of the register do not 
separate religious and magical elements of the world view.13 

Those religious people, however, who only accept the first three 
registers as legitimate will instantly sense the presence of magic in 
religion, noting from occasion to occasion if the source of transcendence is 
not pure divine hierophany. Thus, visions and miracles of a Christian 
character presented above are clearly distinguishable from transcendent 
phenomena which are based on belief and contain magical elements. 
Persons whose religiosity is fundamentally defined by the official church 

                                                            
13 A scholar of Asian religions, Christof von Fürer-Haimendorf establishes that the 
functions of religious specialists (e.g. healer, diviner, mediator, practitioner of 
ecstasy etc.) square with or merge into each other (Fürer-Haimendorf 2000, 
155−9). Victor Turner claims that these functions are more sharply delineated in 
complex societies, thus, e.g., in Catholicism, even institutionalised charisma may 
have different forms of manifestation (e.g. contemplation, asceticism, mysticism, 
spreading the word, teaching etc.). See Turner 2000, 147−54. 
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(“deák” cantors from Moldva [Moldova], procession leaders, heads of 
religious societies, “zsoltározó” women who sing hymns beside the dead 
etc.) do not believe in magical miracles at all. Individuals of this creed are 
even sensitive to the grain of coercive magic used in the clauses of archaic 
popular prayers reminiscent of the passion epic (anyone reciting this 
prayer under such and such circumstances shall be granted salvation) and 
consequently do not usually use prayers of this kind, only prayers of 
liturgical origin. The religious register which includes magical elements 
also contains magical confirmation of religious notions. Its centre and 
main organising principle is the need for coercive magic which is used to 
supplement and consolidate religion. In other words, this register is not 
actually organised against religion so much as incorporating religious and 
magical elements in a natural unity. Individuals who use this register are 
usually themselves believers, religious people who sense this kind of 
“mixed” religiosity as natural and do not usually understand why others, 
for instance the priest or their fellow villagers who use the previous 
registers, reject certain notions and ritual practices of this register. 

Mihály Bácsu is also aware of the coercive force of magic and 
considers certain forms of it, such as the coercive force of prayer, fasting 
and other forms of sacrificial offering, as legitimate, even in the case of 
black magic. The more so, as he has even encountered notions and 
liturgical practices of this kind inside the church. For instance, he related 
that during the communist period, a priest who was regularly beaten up by 
the Securitate once put a curse on the young lad who had falsely accused 
him and thus exposed him to terrible suffering. The curse worked and the 
young man died in an accident in the army. 

However, the magical register is not a predominant element in his view 
of the world—as a religious person even in the harshest situations of life 
he relies on divine grace. When he was manager of the co-operative store, 
he loaned some money to a relative who was an evil person and to avoid 
having to pay back the money employed false witnesses against Bácsu and 
personally swore an oath—may his house burn down and his children die 
if he does not manage to get him into prison shortly. In the difficult and 
dangerous situation which evolved, trusting in God and in justice, Bácsu 
resigned from the management of the store, had the store sealed and thus, 
with God’s help, eventually safeguarded his own honour and also escaped 
the threat of a prison sentence. The moral of the story is that Christian 
faith and divine grace are stronger than anything and thus the votive curse 
and the fearful sacrificial actions of black magic which work within the 
magical register must be taken seriously. 
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Fig. 1. Mihály Bácsu (born in 
1919) praying faced towards the 
East in front of his house, before 
him an old salt mortar carved 
from wood. Magyarfalu (Arini), 
Romania, June 10, 2011. Photo 
by Vilmos Tánczos. 

Fig. 2. Mihály Bácsu (born in 
1919) listening to the then 
still operational Catholic 
Radio. The icon in front of 
him represents a soul 
suffering in Purgatory and 
praying to the Virgin Mary 
for their deliverance. 
Magyarfalu (Arini), 
Romania, October 15, 2009. 
Photo by Vilmos Tánczos. 

Fig. 3. Mihály Bácsu (born in 
1919) praying alone in the 
village church after the evening 
holy mass. Magyarfalu (Arini), 
Romania, October 15, 2009. 
Photo by Vilmos Tánczos. 
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As a religious person, Bácsu rejects the majority of popular magical 
notions, e.g. non-canonical visions, and considers them ridiculous; in other 
words, the magical register of religion rarely appears in his world view. 
For instance, the widely held belief according to which mothers guilty of 
aborting their pregnancy will, in the other world, be eating their murdered 
infant until the end of time is something he does not consider originating 
from an authentic Biblical source, even if “doctors” of Bákó who perform 
abortions themselves believe in this. 

5. The festive and happy register—free and joyous religiosity 

This register represents a temporary suspension of religious earnestness 
and fear, substituting it with liberated, festive religiosity. These are times 
when what Rudolf Otto calls “the terrible secret” (mysterium tremendum) 
becomes tamed. The register includes partly the customary manifestations 
of great religious festivities (e.g. weddings, procession feasts etc.) such as 
joking, music or dance, but also the various religious events of diverse 
content which are characterised by joy. Humour and joking are permanent 
elements of these festive moments; in fact, humour itself is a religious 
festival. The reason why we do not call these manifestations a carnival 
register is that the festive and humorous register of religion is in no way 
juxtaposed with the previously described “earnest” manifestations; instead, 
although seemingly neglecting it, it retains full respect for those registers. 
Although the festive and joyful register is predicated on suspending 
earnest religiosity, it does not come anywhere near denying religious 
values. 

Even from the most earnest registers of religiosity, entry is granted into 
the festive or humorous register without anyone sensing this as profaning 
religion. On one occasion, a group of old ladies, immersed in prayer while 
engaged in the solemn and extremely demanding tour of the Stations of the 
Cross at the Calvary of Csíksomlyó, were approached by a Gypsy beggar 
boy who asked for one Leu of the old lady who was heading the 
procession. She had just finished her prayer in front of the station cross 
and was about to set off towards the next station with her group. Hearing 
the boy, the old lady, a witty individual, stepped right out of the earnest 
register and said, “Why, when did you lend me a Leu that you want it back 
now?” The gracious and charitable act of giving alms is part of the 
religious procession, a compulsory and earnest element, and this episode 
should have been handled within the same register. However, the 
inappropriacy of the time and situation in which the boy begged for alms 
triggered the humorous register, bringing it into the foreground and 
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rendering this a logical and understandable response. The begging Gypsy 
boy was surprised by the switch in register and the burst of laughter from 
the group of women, so he instantly fell silent, slowly walked away and 
the procession group went on towards the next station cross in the spirit of 
the earnest religious register. 

In Moldva, even burial feasts are a frequent scene of the festive and 
joyous register and no one perceives this as profane or uncivil. Only a true 
religious fanatic would reject the joyful register of religion as a 
manifestation unworthy of a religious person. Mihály Bácsu, whose world 
view contains the fanatical and dissenting register with great emphasis, 
speaks in indignant and condemning terms about a group of women who, 
walking along a road, once had a conversation saying it was time someone 
died in the village so they could gather at the funeral and eat a good 
“szármálé”. Nevertheless, he is not at all opposed to the orgiastic, joyful 
manifestations of festive moments. Every time he has a visitor, for 
instance, in spite of his poverty he will offer wine and food and will 
himself drink to the joy of the encounter. While doing so, he will 
repeatedly declare that we must eat and drink because this is the time 
allotted for it and if we avoid eating and drinking now, there will be no 
way to make up for it in the future. He will tell the story amidst great 
laughter how once he was so ill that people thought he was dying, so all 
his relatives and neighbours gathered together. When he heard that all the 
people were arriving with the greeting customary on the occasion of 
someone dying, “May God forgive his sins!”, he eventually grew fed up 
and spoke to the people gathered around his bed, “Don’t start saying that 
yet, I haven’t died yet! I might sin some more before then!” 

The religious value system does not become invalidated even on 
occasions when, using the festive and joyful register of religion, people 
overtly parody the holy liturgy and the sacred persons. Mihály Bácsu told 
me in spirited tones how once during the procession of Valény a group of 
people from the nearby villages went to have lunch in the garden of the 
sexton because everyone knew him and they expected to be treated. The 
poor sexton, however, had nothing to treat them to, so for a long time he 
did not go home. When, eventually, he was forced to go home, he sent his 
guests, the hungry procession-goers, home using the humorous rhyming-
rhythmical formula used for crossing oneself, “Atyának, Fiúnak, egyet 
kettőt faljanak, hallják-e, s ha lehet, induljanak haza, met immá a bócsú 
eltőt!” [For the Father, for the Son, have a bite or two and then if you can, 
go home, because the feast is over.] 
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Thus, joyous celebration is not opposed to religion. All that happens is 
that at times like this asceticism is suspended. However, this temporary 
suspension itself points towards the future, as the celebration always 
embodies some sort of faith or value which, ultimately, is always of a 
religious nature in itself. In this way, the moments of celebration can 
rightly be interpreted as religious manifestations and can rightly speak 
about the festive, joyful and humorous register of religion. This register is 
observable even in the sternest monastic communities (e.g. Transylvanian 
Franciscan “friars” are widely known to have a great sense of humour). 
This is quite natural, since humour and joy are in no way alien to religion. 
The less so, since celebration and joy always contain an element of faith, 
and, as such, point towards the future (Nyíri 1975, 142−3). 

Since joyful and humorous celebration are closely associated with the 
religious interpretation of the world, they are practically a natural 
supplement to earnest religiosity, and so these utterances need to be 
considered as a part of and an independent register within the religious 
world view. We must also be aware, however, that of the four registers 
that exist as alternatives besides the official, formalised register of 
religion, it is the humorous and joyful register that is most difficult to 
integrate into official religious practice. The church would not claim that 
laughter and joy are ungodly activities (indeed, Christ performed his first 
miracle at a wedding), still it remains a great question whether a god-
fearing life and faith are compatible with laughter.14 It is interesting that it 
is the most archaic Hungarian groups (e.g. Catholic Szeklers, Moldavian 
Csángós) who retain in the archaic religious mentality of their culture a 
joyful and festive facet to religion which does not entail anything ungodly. 
For instance, the nativity plays of the Szeklers feature shepherds who tease 
each other but their religious piety is unquestionable; or the merry chirping 
and clamour of Szekler children who practise the custom of letting birds 
loose at the Midnight Mass at Christmas, used to take place in the spirit of 
the highest religious piety. Faith and joy are still easily compatible today 
in popular religiosity with its archaic roots, while in fact in medieval 
religion, laughter was not precluded even in the church. 

                                                            
14 The frightening religious fanatic in Umberto Eco’s book The Name of the Rose, 
librarian and serial killer Jorge, believes that laughter precludes faith, so it is the 
arch sin. Therefore, he wants to lock away from humanity the second part of 
Aristotle’s Poetics, which treats of humour and laughter. 
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By way of summary—further questions 

– What determines which register is active at any time? Why does register 
switching take place? 

Registers of popular religiosity are associated with life situations and 
contexts. If there is a switch in register, this always has a cause (e.g. the 
appearance of a new person, the emergence of a new ritual situation, etc.), 
which participants of the situations perceive and accept. For instance, 
during an open-air mass, people joking around in the church garden 
(festive and joyful register) will instantly switch to earnest, solemn and 
ritual behaviour as soon as the bell indicates the start of the mass (formal, 
pragmatic register). One observation I made at Barátos, which neighbours 
Bákó, is that during the vigil of the Whitsun procession at night the old 
ladies from Bogdánfalva and Forrófalva sitting around the open-air altar 
paid serious and pious attention to one of them relating a vision she had 
experienced during an operation in hospital (vision, magical register), but 
then after this woman walked away, they began, as if to resolve this holy 
sense of piety, to discuss the profane doings of their priests, amidst much 
laughter (festive, joyful register). 

The personality and psychological setup of the religious person may be 
of central importance. There are people whose religiosity is mainly 
determined by the visionary and the magical, while others focus on the 
popular and magical register, yet other people construct their religious 
experience mostly around the festive and joyful register. For instance, 
Ilona Jánó, the seer of Lészped, was characterised mostly by the visionary 
and magical register, while Mihály Bácsu from Magyarfalu, here 
presented, is mostly determined by the fanatical, separatist register. In 
Moldavian Csángó villages we often meet people, even today, who are 
most perceptive to the belief-based, magical register of religion. 

Even today, social position is something that plays a part in which 
register people in a community expect you to use. A “serious person” who 
carries an office uses a different register, a “man of letters” who has been 
to university will use yet another, while something else will characterise 
the “lady of prayer” who is head of the rosary society or by the “village 
fool / God’s fool” begging for alms. 

Without doubt the most exciting questions as regards the working of 
religious culture are those related to liminal situations of register switch 
because these reveal most about religious man. Mihály Bácsu, for 
instance, after he relates the Biblical legend of the flood (formalised, 
pragmatic register), is extremely reluctant to tell the legend of Noah, 
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which highlights the nature of drunkenness, since he considers this register 
unworthy of his own personality. 

 
– How sharp are the boundaries among the registers? 
The registers touch each other and boundaries are not always sharp. 

For instance, a religious vision may take place not only in the visionary-
miraculous, but also in the fanatical-separatist or in the festive, joyful 
register but, based on the intention of relating the narrative, we can still 
distinguish the registers. Another example is that the church often openly 
or tacitly accepts the magical-religious relation so common in popular 
religion (magical, popular register) and in that way renders those situations 
a part of formal, pragmatic religious practice. (E.g. the sacramentalia that 
had been consecrated in the church are often used by the believers for 
specifically magical purposes and it is exactly their relationship with the 
church and the priest that stops them feeling that this is in any way 
questionable.) Manifestations of the fanatical, exulted type of religious 
practice, including uncontrollable visionary images, create ever new 
problematic situations for the church. The Catholic church will either 
absorb these religious phenomena if possible (integration) or if this comes 
up against irreconcilable dogmatic or liturgical difficulties, the church will 
communicate to the community the limits of the phenomenon which they 
do not consider legitimate (segregation). 

 
– Are the registers historically and culturally determined? 
As we have seen, registers of folk religion are best defined by the life 

situation and the relevant religious intention (e.g. religious persuasion, 
religious-magical coercion, humour, vision, ecstasy etc.). At the same time 
this also means that, viewed from the point of view of application, the 
origin and affiliation of the cultural elements constituting the register 
become insignificant. In other words—it is never the origin of a cultural 
element that matters; it is always the intention of use. It is quite natural 
that cultural components coming from official religion and the liturgy are 
present in all registers. But the same potentially ubiquitous presence is also 
true of the apocryphal religious phenomena which can also, in their own 
way, become incorporated with any of the five registers. Even the official, 
formalised use of religion contains an abundance of apocryphal 
elements—e.g. walking the stations of the cross is part of the formal and 
pragmatic register but in fact five of the fourteen stations are not to be 
found in the Bible at all (the three collapses, meeting Mary and the episode 
related to Veronica’s scarf). The other, popular religious registers are even 
more emphatically fed by apocryphal sources. As we have just seen, one 
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source of passionate separatist religion can be the detailed and emotionally 
active identification with the experience of the passion epic. The 
apocryphal legends of the saints can also find their way to the register of 
magic (e.g. the legends of St. Anthony or St. Margaret in Moldavian 
Csángó epic charms) or to the humorous register (e.g. legends of Noah, 
Christ legends). Stories of the so-called Peasants’ Bible show that Biblical 
and apocryphal Biblical stories often become modified as they gradually 
become folklore and this modification often takes place precisely in line 
with the intention and function of the storytelling, in other words in line 
with the given narrative strategy (Keszeg 2011, 50−70). In other words, 
this means that it is not independent of the religious register in which the 
given narrative is recited. Speaking of the nature of devils, Mihály Bácsu 
will tell the Biblical story of the devils whom Christ expelled by exorcism 
and sent into pigs; the devils then forced the pigs to drown themselves in a 
lake (Matthew 8:30−34); but then, adapting the story to his own life world, 
he would complement this by saying that as a consequence, the unfortunate 
pig-herd, helpless against possession by the devil, was eventually 
mercilessly driven away by his master. 

Thus, registers of popular religion are built of the most varied cultural 
elements (official, apocryphal, popular, carnivalesque, modern secularised 
etc.) which can be activated by particular life situations and the intentions 
of religious culture. 

 
– Are there folklore genres characteristic of each of the registers? 
Certain religious folklore genres are emphatically tied in with one or 

other of the registers. Prayers with their origin in the liturgy are used in the 
formal, pragmatic or, occasionally in the fanatical, separatist register but 
prayer parodies clearly find their place in the festive and joyful register. It 
is in the same register that we most often hear humorous folk stories of a 
religious nature (e.g. stories of the type “cheating the devil”). Epic verbal 
charms which combine religious magical elements tend to appear in the 
magical, popular register. 

Similarly, each register is characteristic of the experience of certain 
types of religious situations. Depending on whether the situations 
highlight the pragmatic-formal, the magical-miraculous, the visionary or 
the humorous etc. intentions, they may be characterised by the use of a 
different religious register. 

 
– Are there any further registers of religiosity? 
In the above we have tried to define the registers of popular religiosity 

and demarcate their boundaries, so as to enable a typology of the basic 
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types of religious behaviour. This typology, however, refers to religious 
man in the “traditional” sense—i.e. someone who interprets the world 
through religion and believes in transcendence. Phenomena of the 
religious relativism of our age will in all likelihood need to be presented in 
a different system. 
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